
I Am Captain Snowball: The Secret Life Of
Pets Step Into Reading
Have you ever wondered what your pets do when you're not around? "The Secret
Life Of Pets" takes you on a thrilling adventure where adorable animals come to
life. In this step into reading book series, one character that steals the spotlight is
Captain Snowball.

Take a step into the exciting world of Captain Snowball and join him on his heroic
quests. This article will delve into the captivating story of this beloved character,
along with a detailed review of the "The Secret Life Of Pets" Step Into Reading
book series.

Who is Captain Snowball?

Captain Snowball, voiced by Kevin Hart, is one of the main characters in "The
Secret Life Of Pets" movie franchise. He is a white, fluffy bunny with dreams of
saving other animals and fighting against injustice. With his courageous and
daring personality, Captain Snowball takes on the role of a superhero and goes
on thrilling adventures.
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In "The Secret Life Of Pets 2," Captain Snowball is shown leading a superhero
team called "The Flushed Pets." This lovable bunny with his red superhero cape
is always ready to save the day, team up with other pets, and ensure that animals
are safe from harm.

The Storyline of Step Into Reading: "The Secret Life Of Pets"

The "Step Into Reading" series based on "The Secret Life Of Pets" provides a
delightful reading experience for children. The books offer different levels of
reading difficulty, making them suitable for early readers. The books are
beautifully illustrated, immersing readers into the colorful world of their favorite
animal characters.

The storyline of the "Step Into Reading" series introduces young readers to the
secret lives of pets. They learn about the adventures, friendships, and challenges
faced by characters such as Captain Snowball. Each book presents an exciting
plot that captures the imagination of children and keeps them engaged from start
to finish. The themes explored in the series encourage empathy, friendship, and
the importance of helping others.

Why Kids Love Captain Snowball

Captain Snowball's character resonates with children for various reasons. His
energetic and comedic nature brings laughter and joy to young readers. The idea
of a cute and fluffy bunny turning into a brave superhero appeals to many kids'
imaginations.
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Children also relate to Captain Snowball's desire to help others and stand up
against injustice. His determination to rescue animals in need and fight for their
rights serves as a positive example for young readers. The "Step Into Reading"
series featuring Captain Snowball showcases acts of kindness, friendship, and
bravery that children can look up to.

Review of "The Secret Life Of Pets" Step Into Reading Books

The "Step Into Reading" books based on "The Secret Life Of Pets" series offer an
immersive reading experience for children. Here's a quick review of the books:

1. "The Secret Life Of Pets: Meet the Pets"

This introductory book explores the lives of various pets and their secret
adventures. It introduces readers to the main characters, including Captain
Snowball. The book's engaging storyline and colorful illustrations make it a
perfect starting point for young readers.

2. "The Secret Life Of Pets 2: The Junior Novelization"

This book is a novelization of the second movie in "The Secret Life Of Pets"
franchise. It provides a more in-depth understanding of the story and characters.
Children will enjoy following Captain Snowball's superhero journey as he tackles
new challenges and forms unlikely alliances.

3. "The Secret Life Of Pets: Best Pet Friends"

This book focuses on the importance of friendship and teamwork. Captain
Snowball's character inspires readers to be supportive and caring towards their
friends and fellow animals. The book's heartwarming story and lovely illustrations
create a captivating reading experience.



Overall, "The Secret Life Of Pets" Step Into Reading series, with Captain
Snowball as a central character, brings laughter, excitement, and important life
lessons to young readers.

I Am Captain Snowball: The Secret Life Of Pets Step Into Reading books provide
an engaging and educational experience for children. Captain Snowball's
character captures their imaginations and inspires acts of kindness, friendship,
and bravery. With colorful illustrations and captivating storylines, these books are
a must-read for young fans of "The Secret Life Of Pets." Step into the wonderful
world of Captain Snowball and discover the secret lives of pets in this delightful
book series!
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An all-new The Secret Life of Pets 2 full-color leveled reader based on the movie
The Secret Life of Pets 2, in theaters June 7, 2019! 

Get ready for reading fun with Max, Gidget, and all of the pet co-stars as they go
on an all-new journey. This Step 2 Step into Reading leveled reader is perfect for
boys and girls ages 4 to 6! The Secret Life of Pets 2 picks up where the summer
2016 blockbuster--about the lives our pets lead after we leave for work or school
each day--left off. The film will see the return of writer Brian Lynch (Minions) and
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director Chris Renaud (The Secret Life of Pets, Despicable Meseries, Dr. Seuss'
The Lorax).
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